P-BOb LIMERICKS – Part I
Stephen L. Bakke – October 4, 2009
Limericks have been a source of humor and satire “forever.” Here are some of my recent
creations. There are also some anonymous ones from readers or off the internet. First are
my limericks in green, followed by the others in blue. It’s a work in progress, so please
send more in.
______________________
By SB:
We’ve a President whose name is Barack.
His lyrical speeches remind one of Bach.
But his use of illusion
And too much confusion
Causes us all to holler and mock.
Obama’s pushing to reform our health care
And he says we must always be fair.
As the opposition does shout
The secrets leak out
And now we’re all pulling out hair.
No one’s prouder of Barack than Michelle
As she tells how they’ve all been through hell.
But as their past comes to fore
Their stories shown to be lore
Now their schemes are much harder to sell.
There are stories of Barack and his friends
Whose agendas were unknown (he pretends).
Like that awful little teacher
And certainly that preacher
His denials just give me the bends.
Like any good “pop” Prez was set
To take his girls to shop for a pet.
When they got to the “sto’
And saw a little dog “Bo’
They decided he’s what they would get.
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By other “political poets”:
King O-Bum, for attacking your doctor,
Gets a title of “Omnidestructor.”
He has ruined your wealth,
And he targets your health
With the help of a government proctor.
King O-Bum isn’t one of your friends.
This is when your complacency ends:
When O-Bum will decide
Whether saving your hide
Will be worthy of money he spends.
______________________
I extend thanks, as always, to the many writers, commentators, researchers, and others, from all political
extremes, whose hard work helps me greatly. They gather details and present much information. About all
I do is gather, organize, summarize, and attempt to fill in with comments – commonly referred to as my
frequent “RANTS”.
More comments will follow on important topics and personal thoughts as our President battles through
tough territory. I want to join other conservatives in recognizing and respecting our new President – and
supporting him when we should.
But when we oppose our President’s policies, we should act in
accordance with values of decency – but that doesn’t preclude a healthy dose of sarcasm and satire, which
are valuable tools for political commentary.
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